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BIO & QUALIFICATIONS 

Professor Voos serves as Director of the Landscape Architecture program          
and Chair of the Department of Graduate Built Environment Studies at           
Morgan State University. With over ten years of experience in the academy            
in addition to his 20+ years of experience in practice, Paul Voos provides a              
perspective to the urban landscape that focuses on the development of           
everyday spaces and experiences. 

Professor Voos teaches courses that challenge students to discern the systems and values within the               
built environment that make landscape architecture a special and valuable consideration within the             
city. In particular, his research in temporal landscapes and interstitial design leads to an energetic               
and thoughtful approach to the assessment of urban settings. With degrees in Environmental             
Design and Urban Planning & Development, as well as Landscape Architecture, Professor Voos             
enjoys the challenges posed by urban architecture and planning. 

Seven years of experience as an academic administrator has provided Professor Voos valuable             
insight into the varying roles and responsibilities required for an organization to be successful. In               
addition, he has recently served as President of the Maryland Chapter of the American Society of                
Landscape Architects and President of a local school board. Both activities yielded experience in              
strategic planning and budget management. As a school board president, Professor Voos guided the              
development and administration of a $1.2M budget. While not a “number-cruncher,” or devotee of              
budgets, Professor Voos provides distinct value to organizations through assessment and analysis of             
operations and outcomes. 

Professor Voos has served as Treasurer to CELA (2015-2017) and has spearheaded efforts to develop               
analytical methods to evaluate CELA’s overall organizational performance and the requisite use of             
resources toward strategic goals. Prior to service as Treasurer, experience with CELA has been              
isolated to the recent hosting of the annual meeting in Baltimore by Morgan State University;               
Professor Voos served as Co-Chair of the event. Specific duties included overall team management,              
budget evaluation, along with event design and planning.  

At Morgan State University, Professor Voos has served on numerous university-wide committees,            
University Council, and the Policy & Procedures Committee of Graduate Council. As part of the               
School of Architecture + Planning Management Team, Professor Voos is charged by the Dean to               
work with the various administrative units within the School to evaluate opportunities for dynamic              
interaction, instructional synergy, and curricular enhancement. Professor Voos' skills of critique           
and analysis that gird his professional experience translate well into numerous other avenues.  

 



PROSPECTIVE SERVICE PLAN 

In addition to the normal budget development and management over the course of the term,               
Professor Voos plans to continue his work on the performance analytics development for CELA. The               
organizational performance assessment process is a two-part process through which both           
quantitative data and qualitative data will be assessed. To date, work has focused primarily on the                
internal mechanisms of the organization and the alignment of budget, strategic planning, and the              
products/actions of CELA. Professor Voos looks forward to continuing the process to include             
external assessment. The external assessment will be designed to elicit a determination of             
organizational value from the membership with regard to CELA’s performance and products            
provided. 

At the heart of his work for CELA, Professor Voos will continue to question and critique proposals,                 
processes, and product of the CELA organization for the purposes of making CELA as strong an                

organization as it can be. He looks forward to continued service to the CELA organization and                

utilizing his skills as Treasurer. 


